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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is the expansion of the set-based
model, namely an information retrieval model, with the use of graphs.
The indexing process implements a graphical representation, while the
querying and document representation are based on the classical set-
based model. The root of the set-based model corresponds to the use of
term sets to complete the querying process based on the terms of the
query. However, in the weighting process, this paper presents a wholly
different approach elaborating on algorithms that may clearly benefit
the process based on the k-core decomposition of each single graph. The
main focus will finally be the estimation and presentation of the most
important nodes belonging to each graph. These intend to be regarded
as keywords presenting the evaluation of their major influence.

Keywords: Information retrieval · Retrieval models · Set-based
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1 Introduction

In Information Retrieval (IR), two of the main research subjects involve the
creation of an effective and efficient retrieval model as well as the detection of
keywords in textual data. In this study, following the work presented in [16],
we make an effort to combine those subjects, thus creating a new model by
implementing a graphical representation of texts using keywords as important
nodes, which are boosted at the weighting process. The case of the study is
focused on whether the keywords can actually improve the retrieval process or
not. The main difference among the proposed methods lies in the algorithms of
discovering important nodes.

The set-based model is responsible for the retrieval process whereas, it is
considered a combination of a set-theoretic and algebraic model. The algebraic
notion of the model is expressed by the similarity function, which resembles the
vector space model. More to the point, given a query, the model creates clustered
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sets of terms by utilizing the query terms. The termsets are then formed as the
apriori algorithm proposes [1].

A well-structured graphical IR model is a rare subject of study. The main
onus of the study is aimed at demonstrating either the graphical representation
or the scoring functions. However, authors in [10] proposed a complete graphi-
cal model; their implementation consists of unweighted directed graphs for each
text of the collection and thus, the flow of the text is captured. The nodes of
the graph represent the unique terms of the text while the edges refer to the
relationship of the corresponding nodes within a partition of the text, expressed
by a fixed-sized sliding window. As scoring function for the model, their imple-
mentation was based on the TF-IDF and BM25 using successive normalizations.
One main difference regarding their scoring function, was the hypothesis that
the weight of a vertex (TW ), which corresponds to a unique text term, con-
tains more information than the term frequency. Therefore, their function can
be summarized as TW − IDF , challenging the term independence assumption.

To further consolidate our point, we should mention that the above graph-
of-words model was utilized in [16] on an attempt to estimate the keywords of
a given text using algorithms based on graph degeneracy [14]. There, a method
known as k-core decomposition, which creates subgraph having specific struc-
tural properties, was proposed in order to study the cohesion on social networks.
The k-core decomposition of a graph G is considered as a maximal connected
subgraph consisting of nodes with a degree at least equal to k. Following the
above definition, a subgraph has core equal to k only when the entity of its
nodes has a degree of k or more. The k-core, where k is maximal, is often called
MainCore; it is used as the starting point of the keyword finding study, which
afterwards is expanded on the remaining levels of decomposition. At lower lev-
els, the cores tend to be large, and the core cohesion rises at higher levels of
decomposition. A well known algorithm for the purpose of finding the cores of a
graph at O(m) complexity was optly introduced in [2].

The decomposition aspect of defining the important nodes of a graph can
be considered as a novelty. Centrality measures such as degree, closeness, and
betweenness centralities are constituted as the most common alternatives [3,4,9].
More specifically, the degree centrality is based on the node degree, thus it can
not necessarily reflect the magnitude of its importance. On the other hand,
the closeness and betweenness centralities depend on the calculation of geodesic
paths, which are difficult to be computed in complex graphs, especially on com-
plete ones. Authors in [6] have focused on keyword extraction using graphical
representation on texts as they elaborated on supervised methods using node
centrality as well as unsupervised methods exploiting the HITS algorithm [5].

The information retrieval models consist of set theoretic, algebraic and prob-
abilistic models, where the main emphasis is given on the set-based model [7,8].
A model, based on set theory, implements algebraic notions on scoring functions
and document-queries representation, which is derived from the vector space
model [12]. The set-based model considers sets of terms; these terms in turn
consist of a given query, known as termsets. The sets are mined using the apriori
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algorithm [1] that is responsible for supporting a minimum frequency boundary
for each termset. There are however some cases where the set-based model uses a
proximity measure to assure that terms are close enough, so as to have a rational
relationship.

As mentioned above, the set-based model represents queries and documents
in a similar concept as the vector space model. The same applies to the scoring
function, which calculates the similarity between a given query and the collection
documents. The gist of our proposal is based on the logical assumption that
every text consists of words that carry great importance, known as keywords.
Therefore, the corresponding text can be graphically represented by important
nodes. If we can initially detect them and, in following amplify their importance,
expressed by a boost on their weight, the retrieval process will be augmented.

2 Graphical Extension of Set-Based Model Using
Important Nodes

Each document is represented as an undirected weighted complete graph. When
node importance is considered, then this complete graph is in need of further
processing aiming at edge pruning; this procedure is essential due to the fact
that the core decomposition has only one level and therefore the whole graph is
considered as important [14]. In following, a collection sized graph is created by
the union of the respective text graphs. That is the point where, depending on the
method, the important nodes are boosted by a value equal to their “importance”.
Finally, with the use of graph theory, a weight is produced for each term, which
is considered at the retrieval process by the set-based model.

2.1 Rational Path Graph

Each document graph is created with the assumption that every term is related
likewise to the other terms, as this particular word has been included in the text.
Every term of a given document is represented by a node in the graph and the
relationship between two nodes as a weighted edge with weight Wout. Moreover,
each node has a self loop edge, that is an edge with an identical starting and
ending node having weight Win. The graph construction process is simplified by
taking into consideration the two following theorems.

Theorem 1. Given a node Ni in document Dj with term frequency of the cor-
responding term equal to tf i, the in-weight of the self edge (Ni, Ni) is computed
as

Win =
tf i × (tf i + 1)

2
(1)

Theorem 2. Given the nodes Ni, Nj in document Dj with term frequency of
the corresponding terms equal to tf i and tf j respectively, the out-weight of the
edge (Ni, Nj) is computed as

Wout = tf i × tf j , when Ni �= Nj (2)
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With the use of these two theorems, we propose an alternative algorithm
of the rational path graph that can be cost efficient as the time complexity is
O(n2) + O(m2), where n is the number of the text terms and m the number
of unique terms encountered in the text, as presented in Algorithm1. We have
to take into account the fact that this algorithm depends also on the way the
documents are stored and consists of two steps; the term counting process as well
as the graph creation. If the counting process is eliminated by the pre-processing
of the text then the time complexity is O(m2).

Algorithm 1. Proposed Graph Construction Algorithm
1: input Document Dj

2: output Graph G of Document Dj

3: Given array A, list L, term t, node n, neighbour ng
4: Insert each t in L
5: for all t ∈ L do
6: if t /∈ A then
7: tf = L.count(term)
8: A = (term, tf)
9: end if

10: end for
11: for t ∈ A do
12: n = A[0]
13: tf t = A[1]
14: if n /∈ G then
15: Add n to G with Win = tft×(tft+1)

2
16: end if
17: for ng ∈ A do
18: if edge(n, ng[0]) /∈ G then
19: Initialize edge(n, ng[0]) with Wout(n, ng[0]) = tf t × ng[1]
20: end if
21: end for
22: end for

Initially, the algorithm creates a tuple of unique term and its respective
term frequency by counting each and every individual word in the concrete text.
In following, for each unique term, a node is created and the in-edge as well
as the out-edge with every neighbour is initialized, if such an edge does not
exist. Finally, the respective edge weight using the aforementioned theorems is
calculated.

2.2 Edge Pruning

The proposed methods depend on the degree of each node. Concretely, due to
the fact that the graph is complete, the degree of each node is equal to N − 1,
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where N stands for the number of nodes that the graph consists of. The in-
edge is not taken into consideration and therefore, there is a need to delete
edges with minimum information loss. At first glance, someone would propose
methods related to the connectivity of the graph [17]. However, the completeness
of the graphs does not allow to calculate paths between nodes in a realistic
manner. The computational complexity of such an act is O(n!) [13]. Thus, a
more naive approach was decided to be used, where initially the average weight
of all graph edges are calculated and in following, all edges, with less weight
than the average edge multiplied by a percentage P, are removed. P value is
experimentally defined and is different in each collection. After this process, the
important node estimation can be implemented on each graph separately.

2.3 Important Nodes Detection

The proposed methods focus on discovering the important nodes of a graph while
simultaneously based on this graph’s k-core decomposition. The decomposition
of a graph is used for detecting influential nodes, where, in their absence, the
graph might lose its connectivity. Authors in [14] suggested that given a graph
G(V,E), a subgraph S(V ′, E′) is considered as the k-core decomposition of G if
the degree of each node in V ′ is less than k, considering that V ′ ⊇ V and E′ ⊇ E.
For example, the following Fig. 1 presents the decomposition of a random graph
G; the respective cores start with light grey nodes moving on to darker and
finally to red ones.

Fig. 1. K-core decomposition of a graph

It is important to note that the k core, where the k+1 level of decomposition
does not exist, is called main core.

2.3.1 Main Core
Initially, we consider that the main core includes all the key nodes of the graph
similarly to [11]. The edges regarding those nodes have their weight amplified in
the union graph.
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2.3.2 Density Method
Following the logical process of [16], i.e. the assumption of existence of all key
nodes in the main core is too simplistic, we attempt to estimate the density of
each core level of the text graph and consider as key nodes the nodes of the most
dense subgraph. The densest subgraph was chosen by using the elbow method
and the density of a subgraph S(V ′, E′) is computed as

density(S) =
|E′|

|V ′| × (|V ′| − 1)
(3)

2.3.3 CoreRank Method
Finally, the scoring method [16] is implemented into our model. CoreRank
attempts to sort the nodes by the sum of the core number in which every neigh-
bour exists. Thereafter, we assume that the important nodes should be chosen on
document size basis and thus, the first 30% of the sorted node list are considered
as important.

2.4 Union Graph and Graphs Weights

Ultimately, a collection size graph is created as the union of each text graph. Its
nodes represent all the terms of the collection and the respective edges consist of
the edges of each graph. The union graph edge weight is calculated as the sum
of the weight in each graph, in which it exists.

The proposed union graph algorithm updates the current union graph U with
the graph G as presented in Algorithm 2. Initially, the union graph U is an empty
graph, while the proposed algorithm checks for each term whether it constitutes
an important node and determines the value of importance h. At this point, in
case the model does not consider the node importance, then the important node
list will be empty and therefore the value h will be equal to 1. In following, it
checks if the term exists or not in the union graph. In case the condition is true,
the Win weight of the term node in union graph is updated by the sum of the
respective Win in graph multiplied by h (line 11). Subsequently, the update of
the value of the out-edge weight for each node of the union graph takes place
(lines 13–14). In the absence of an edge between the term and the union graph
node, one is initialized, whereas if the term does not exist in the union graph,
the node is initialized and the update process begins.

When the union graph construction process is completed, a new weight NW
for each node k emerges, derived from the union graph.

NW k = log
(

1 + a × Woutk

(Wink
+ 1) × (ngk + 1)

)
× log

(
1 + b × 1

ngk + 1

)
(4)

where Woutk is the sum of out-edges and Wink
stands for the weight sum

of all in-edges terms for a node k. The number of neighbours that corresponds
to that particular node is expressed as ngk. Finally, a and b correspond to the
gravity of the under review model against the set-based model.
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Algorithm 2. Proposed Union Graph Construction Algorithm
1: input Graph G, Union Graph U
2: output Updated Union Graph including Graph UG
3: Given term t, node n, k-core list kc, value of importance h
4: for all t ∈ G do
5: if t ∈ kc then
6: Gain value of importance
7: else
8: h = 1
9: end if

10: if t ∈ U then
11: Win(t, U)+ = Win(t,G) × h
12: for all n ∈ G where n �= t do
13: if edge(n, t) ∈ U then
14: Wout(n, t, U)+ = Wout(n, t,G) × h
15: else
16: Initialize edge(n, t) ∈ U with Wout(n, t, U) = Wout(n, t,G) × h
17: end if
18: end for
19: else
20: Add t ∈ U with Win(n, t, U) = Win(n, t,G) × h
21: Repeat lines 12 to 18 for this case
22: end if
23: end for

3 Documents and Query Representation

The retrieval process is handled by the set-based model. As mentioned, the
introduced termset notion contributes to the reduction of computational com-
plexity due to the fact that the volume of processed data is significantly lower
[8]. Termsets are created with the use of association rule mining algorithms [1]
and the gist of the process is that we combine two termsets, different in only
one element of the set, in order to produce a new termset expanded by one new
term. The sets should have elements greater than a lower frequency bound, thus
decreasing the complexity even more.

3.1 Weighting Process

At this point, the need of combining the derived graph weight with the set-based
model’s weight appears. For each termset Si, we calculate a new measure TNSi

as the product of the graph weights of its terms.

TNSi
=

∏
k∈Si

NW k (5)
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Thereafter, we include the new measure at the termset weight formula of a
termset Si in document Dj , where Sfij represents the termset frequency (TF)
and N

dSi
the inverse document frequency (IDF) of the corresponding termset

WSij
= (1 + logSfij) × log

(
1 +

N

dSi

)
× tnwSi

(6)

The query scoring function is more simplistic as it is expressed by the inverse
document frequency of the termset Si

WSiq
= log

(
1 +

N

dSi

)
(7)

3.2 Document Representation and Similarity

Finally, the document and query are represented as vectors in a similar manner
with the vector space model. However, the vector space model uses TF/IDF as
weight, instead of the above mentioned termset weighting process. Each vector
dj is associated with a text document and contains the weights of every termset
in that document. Because the termset is based on the query terms, it is obvious
that the size of the vector would be no more than 2n, where n is the number of
words that the query contains.

−→
dj = (WS1j ,WS2j , · · · ,WS2nj

)
−→
Q = (WS1q ,WS2q , · · · ,WS2nq

) (8)

As the set-based model dictates, the similarity between a document of the
collection and the query is calculated using the cosine similarity. The result of
this process is used for the ranking function of each model.

sim(Q, dj) =
−→
dj × −→

Q

‖−→
dj‖ × ‖−→Q‖

(9)

The issue at hand in this case is that the calculation of the ‖−→dj‖ is extremely
difficult due to the high number of frequent termsets generated by the model,
aggravated especially in large documents. Therefore, following the approach of
the original set-based model, we should only consider the sets, which contain
only one element as an estimation of the above mentioned norm; however, in our
case, due to the size of the collection, we were able to compute the norm in a
reasonable time.

4 Results and Discussion

The Cystic Fibrosis (CF) Database [15] was used for the experimental evalua-
tion, where all the included queries and documents were utilized. The number of
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queries and documents was 100 and 1238, respectively. We have initially exam-
ined whether the query size affected the retrieval process by using a subset of
queries where the size of each one was less than 15. In following, all the proposed
models as well as the set-based model were utilized as a basis of comparison.
For each given query, the average precision of each model was calculated and
afterwards, was compared with the average precision of the specific query of
the set-based model. This specific comparison was expressed by the difference of
the corresponding average precision values. In this way, we can determine if the
under review model outperforms the set-based model.

Furthermore, the performance of each model against the set-based model in
the set of queries can be quantified; this can be implemented by counting the
number of queries where the model has greater average precision. It is important
to note that a query is disregarded in case of equal results in that specific query
between the models. Specifically, we have made evaluations with different values
of importance variable h as well as pruning percentage value P in more than 84
experimental combinations.

For starters, the focus of study was to determine the performance of the
important nodes amplification on the in-edges as well as out-edges of the main
core model (MainCore) in comparison with the simple graphical extension of
the set-based model (GSB). It seems necessary to amplify the weights of both
type of edges since the results were better in that case as presented in Fig. 2.

(a) With Considering (b) Without Considering

Fig. 2. Amplification on important nodes-edges

In following, we examined the performance of all 4 models, namely the simple
graphical extension of the set-based model (GSB), the graphical extension of
the set-based model using main core’s nodes as important nodes (MainCore),
the graphical extension of the set-based model utilizing the most dense subgraph
nodes as important nodes (Density) and the graphical extension of the set-based
model employing CoreRank function (CoreRank) to determine the important
nodes on 4 types of pre-processed textual data as depicted in Table 1. All the
relevant information for each document has been initially included while this
information was gradually pre-processed. Therefore 4 clusters of results are cre-
ated, having different P values in each case. We can observe that in instances
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with low pre-process, the MainCore and the CoreRank models perform close to
the set-based model, which is less affected by the noisy data.

Table 1. Proposed models evaluation for different pre-processed cases

Pre-processed case Size of index Result Model

Low 48452 49 MainCore
None 58621 41.17 CoreRank
Slight 36988 47.42 MainCore
Full 11366 60.20 MainCore, GSB

Emphasizing on the full pre-processed case, which only consists of the docu-
ment title and text, we can observe in Fig. 3 that our proposed models surpass
the set-based model. At the best case, both GSB and MainCore achieved a score
of 60, 2%, having statistical significance p-value equal to 0, 02%. The Density
model tends to be similar to the MainCore model due to the fact that the
majority of graphs have low decomposition levels. However, they differentiate at
cases, which the results are not so impressive.

In addition, we examined the impact of the significance variable h in Fig. 4.
When the percentage of pruning is equal to 30%, the GSB, MainCore and
Density models tend to present similar results. On the other hand, the coreRank
model comes last because of the need for higher pruning percentage value.

Fig. 3. Full pre-processed case Fig. 4. Each significance variable case

Until this point, our aim was primarily focused on the number of queries that
proposed models, which are actually superior to the set-based model disregarding
the magnitude of that difference. In Fig. 5, all results are sorted in ascending
order based on the set-based model, thus allowing to elaborate on the difference
in average precision on each query. We choose to depict an average case and a
case where MainCore, Density and CoreRank fall behind GSB.
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Fig. 5. Difference with set-based model

Finally, considering only the average precision on each query and ignoring the
queries where those values occurred, we can introduce Fig. 6, which illustrates
the course of average precision on each model in the above mentioned cases.

Fig. 6. Average precision of each model

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed a number of methods for extending the set-
based model with the use of graphs. These methods are improvements of the
set-based model and are capable of handling noisy data in a fairly well manner.
Experimental evaluation proves that the query size affects the retrieval results.

Nonetheless, the proposed methods perform similarly in some occurrences.
Because of the fact that the graph is complete, as we assumed during the graph
creation process, the pruned percentage variable seems to be more important
than the significance variable; that precisely should be the motive for further
research. One alternative is to relate each term of the document in sentence
or paragraph level implemented by a moving window or alternatively utilize a
proximity penalty at the edge weighting process.
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